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NOTES BY THE WAY.
Magic, Sorcery, and Witchcraft.

Stories of witchcraft, black magic, and the weird 
and horrible side of things do not seem to have the 
vogue they once enjoyed. Perhaps they have palled 
on the jaded palate of the reader; and perhaps, as 
a literary friend, who formerly wrote much of this 
type of stories, suggests, sorcery and magic have 
been found out. For although very wise in the lore 
of magic, our friend maintains that it is all, or nearly 
all, delusion and imposture. Our own conviction on 
the subject we have expressed before. All so-called 
magic, whether good or bad, is simply a question of 
the influence of mind on mind. That is what it all 
comes down to, when one strips off the hocus-pocus of 
rituals, magical robes, incantations, spells, cabalistic 
signs, and all the rest of it. It is then seen to be 
natural and intelligible; only while it was shrouded 
in a spurious supernaturalism could it affright the 
timorous or awaken the derision of such sceptics as 
the author to whom we have alluded. It has been 
well said that although there is no pure truth in life, 
neither is there any pure fiction. There is usually 
some little element of fact in the wildest stories. 
We have been told that the tales and legends which 
have gathered about some ancient figures of the past, 
popularly regarded as wizards or magicians, were 
simply fables, the outcome of popular superstition. 
But those of us who have proved the reality of psychic 
faculty know that this is not true. The stories and 
legends were doubtless considerably embroidered and 
exaggerated, but there must have been a basis of truth 
in at least some of them.

• « • «

The Evidence of Things Unseen.
A reader of Light put an odd question to us 

recently. In effect It was this : Supposing any person 
denied the existence of the ether ; would it be possible 
to prove it to him? A good deal depends on the 
person. Wp know of some people to whom it would 
be impossible to prove any fact against the existence 
of which they nourish some prejudice;. We all know 
the story of the man who denied the existence of 
the giraffe even when he saw it. A sceptic of that 
type would have good ground for questioning the 
existence of the ether, for no one would ever be 
able to show it to him. The ether is, of course, 
a scientific hypothesis, but It is also an intellectual

necessity, like the statement that every effect requires 
the existence of a cause even though we cannot dis
cover that cause. So far as that line of argument 
goes, the existence of the ether is overwhelmingly 
proved. But here is a strange and significant paradox. 
The ether is said by Science to be the most solid, 
stable, and real thing of which it is possible to 
conceive. But it is unseen and unknown—it is in
visible and intangible. The things the ordinary man 
regards as real and solid—forms of matter, like his 
house or his table—are, as Science has shown, merely 
appearances made on the senses. Thus strangely is 
Science proving one of the fundamentals of religion— 
the reality of the Unseen, the unreality and imper
manence of visible things. None the less, as human 
consciousness evolves, it is not impossible that the 
ether may yet become evident to the sense of sight. 
When Adams and Leverrier, the astronomers, first 
discovered the existence of Neptune, it was not by 
the telescope. It was by mathematics, by observing 
the influence exerted by a planet whose existence 
until then was unknown. Much in the same way 
we may base our faith on the existence of the 
ether, yes, and on the soul too I The eye of reason 
detects them even though to the eyes of the senses 
they ate invisible.

* * * *

“ Telepathy ” and Credulity.
We are sometimes told of the credulity of 

Spiritualists. Doubtless there are over-credulous 
people amongst us—it is only natural—-but credulity 
is very far from being limited to Spiritualism. Indeed, 
we find some sceptics very easy of belief. In a 
Manchester paper we are told of a correspondent who, 
although a disbeliever in psychic phenomena, is Never
theless much impressed by what he thinks may be 
an example of telepathy in his own home. He 
“ listens-in ”—like most of us—to the wireless sta
tions, and he tells of his surprise when listening (with 
ear-phones) to a piece of music to find that his wife, 
who is not using ear-phones, will Occasionally hum 
the tune to which he is listening. But this is not 
at all an uncommon occurrence in wireless!, as we 
have found by personal experience, and there is no 
real need to call in the idea of telepathy to explain 
it. It has been found by experiment that some people 
with fine hearing can pick up sounds below the usual 
level of audibility—so faint,, indeed, that one is not 
actually conscious of hearing them. Two persons so 
gifted can converse across a room, their conversation 
being audible to none but themselves. In short, there 
are wide ranges of hearing, just as there are of sight 
and smell; and the sense impressions made may some
times be so faint that they appear to be supernormal, 
but they are physical, and not at all psychic.

AU Nature, is but Art, unknown to thee;
AU chance, direction, which thou canst not see;
AU discard1, harmony not understood;
AU partial evil, universal good;
And, spite of pride, In erring reason’s spite,
One truth Is clear, Whatever ir, if

—Pop«.



beyond the GATES OF DEATH
Messages from Miss Felicia Scatcherd

We have seen several communications received in 
various quarters from Miss Scatcherd, also some 
highly evidential photographs, and as we had a con
viction that further and even better evidences would 
be received from that ardent and spirited little lady, 
we deferred the question of making reference to the 
matter in Light.

Lately we were favoured with a very long message 
which bears every sign of Miss Scatcherd’s personality, 
and close examination into the matter has satisfied 
us of its reality. We are not allowed to give the 
names of the people concerned, but can merely state 
briefly that the two ladies who received the message 
are not publicly associated with the Spiritualist move
ment, and that the medium is a lady through whom 
highly remarkable and evidential messages have been 
given in other directions.

A great deal of the message is of a highly personal 
nature and contains many proofs of the identity of 
the sender. These perhaps were the more cogent 
because matters were alluded to of which no one 
present had any knowledge, and these matters were 
afterwards verified by enquiry.

After a reference by the medium to a woman who 
had only passed over lately and was eager to speak, 
one of the sitters asked: “ Can she give a name? ”

Answer : “ Wait—I will try. Rudolph——” 
Question : “ Can you give another name? ” 
Answer : “ Felicity.”
Question : “ Can Felicity Rudolph speak? ” 
Answer : “ She is rather confused, but will try.”

That was the first clue to the identity, because 
Miss Scatcherd, as many people know, wrote many 
articles under the nom-de-plume ” Felix Rudolph,” 
and to some of her more intimate friends she was 
known as Felicity.

Then followed a long message, from which we take 
the passages that follow:—

My dear, I am sb glad. I wanted to get to you 
quickly. I prayed I might—this is wonderful. 
I want to tell you so much, my dear—I want 
you to know just that death is all nonsense, I 
did believe it was, but my body somehow didn’t. 
Now I know. It was so easy and so right. 
I got very tired and so drowsy, I slipped off 
in the morning into a light sleep, I think—then 
I saw strange lights, curious, glowing threads, 
and I felt myself floating and my brain seemed 

•so clear—and I said to myself, “ I am quite 
well; I knew I should recover.” I soon began 
to realise what that recovery meantI I felt so 
free mentally, I longed to write things and to 
meet people, and to talk to them and tell them 
I felt as if I were twenty again, and as if I 
was going out, not only to free Greece, but the 
whole world. It was an astonishing feeling. ...

I got rather sleepy again—the threads still 
held me and made me sleepy, and as I rested 
several people came to me—they were dear 
friends—one was my dearest—there was my 
mother, but changed and so young; then I saw 
others. ... I want to tell you that yours 
is the lonely part—-living; it is not life 
really. I found myself in a kind of buoyant 
mist, a kind of pearl colour, and those 
who came to me said they must slowly help 
me out of my body—breaking those threads, So 
I did as I was told—I kept very quiet and 
then gradually there came a change; the threads 
disappeared. I was in a kind of cloud that took

shape gradually, and 1 found it wag ■
shape, just the invisible body, but I ■
the others I could mould it and mak». I 
my mind—isn’t it splendid 1 You, my dtp’ll I 
understand what it means, because you h^FB 
creative feeling—all that is so intensified gB 
I wonder how all my dear friends are—I r^® 
glimpses of them, but I can’t get into the thr^l 
of their lives. . . .

I saw my poor old body and it did loo|(.I 
stupid, and I was so delighted it wasn 
any more. Oh, the relief of it I Then I thoqZl 
of dear people who were alive, and I praJ 
I might at least get a glimpse of you and A. ,‘1 
I saw you asleep, looking very tired but peacAj ; 
and I tried to make your spirit know, bw 
wasn’t quite ready to pierce through this mj, | 
so I shall come to you again; and I want; f 
ask you before you-sleep to think hard of3 I 
just image me in your mind, because I want* 
to step out of your dreams to me; that is [ 
we call meeting in sleep; you will see me* | 
know me, but you will call it a dream I 
wards. Remember, it is real. . . . I

Now I want to explain; of one thing IJ 
certain—here no wanderers from the world 
come in by quite the same gate; we all v 
different experiences and we see things differed* 
so what I will tell you won’t be quite them 
as that of others. . . . I

I want to tell you that they took me away 
and have been explaining how they have built I 
up their beautiful world out of this pearly mist, I 
out of fine vibrations. They have set a mental i 
picture upon it and have gradually created their I 
surroundings. Now, I did not know, of course, 
how to use my new perceptions in this mind- k 
world of theirs, so they took me into that I 
wonderful land. Later I shall learn how to make I 
my own world, as it were. ... R

We make our etheric body according to the X. 
nature of our thoughts and past life, so you ■ 
would see a much younger Felicia, and 1 hope ■ 
a more attractive one, but I should be just the B 
same to you, dear. . . .

As regards our world, we make it together- 
each takes a small part in its creation; we divide® 
the task, having agreed on the surroundings' 
A great many do not work at its creation; tta® 
is left just to those who have the natural beffj 
for it. But it is a land complete in itself, 
it is not the only one, for I am told there 
many young and undeveloped souls who c® ■ 
directly appreciate anything that is not ravH 
earthly. I

It is so tremendously exciting, you know-*® 
feeling of creating, building up; one geS'i 
with an intensity I can’t explain, except ^1 
the metaphor—it is like a whole Spring 
throbbing with life and marvellous colours, ^ 
all are, as I know, the creation of these 
you will come to it, because you will care ** I 
that keen mind of yours, and that sense “1 
colour and sound. Both are so akin here. .1 
have been told of other spheres, higher still,3)10■; 
I long fpr the time, which is still far away, 
I can get to themthe work there may 
impossible, but it is true what I tell you. 
the spirits have to generate the sparks of !dtr . 
the flow of life, I should say, that goes ip 
the vegetable world of yours; it means g^'
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spiritual development, but one can attain to it,
I am told. ...

I have solved one of your psychic conundrums, 
perhaps, by being- on this side. I wondered why 
names used to stick with mediums. The memory 
of the medium, as a rule is used for words. 
It is like a musical instrument—a note which 
one can touch; but most proper names are not 
notes in the instrument, and so one has to—as 
it were—improvise to continue sounds to aim 
at what one wants to get. Sometimes one gets 
right through, but rarely, so I am told. I mean 
the spirit controls the very hand, but usually 
we use the note in this instrument. It is simpler; 
the other way is much slower—you are quite 
clear to me. . . .

I was not actually asleep; it was just as if 
I was comfortably drowsy, and old, happy 
memories came before me—times with you and 
with others, and it was all so peaceful, no jar, 
no fret, no ugliness which one meets with in 
earthly dreams.

I have no clock here. I only remember that 
twelve struck for me—that was the last—not 
the hour, the day, I think, was twelve; I was 
one of the fortunate souls; all the threads broke 
easily, and naturally I got quite away from my 
body and was not half-caught, as some are. . . .

Death seems quite a beautiful word to me now. 
I have been brought through it, to such love, 
such wonderful changes in outlook and vision— 
I see such boundless possibilities before me. I 
can’t speak of them. At present I am rather 
like a psychic vegetable—that sounds absurd. I 
mean I am just growing and busy, as it were, 
enjoying after all the strife this very blessed 
Peace—how I wish you were here with me and 
could know it 1—no pain and the sense of 
complete youth without youth’s immaturity.

I see now that it is as well, while still on 
earth, to go through a certain psychic readjust
ment, for if not on earth it must happen here, 
and it is better on earth, as it makes the first 
stage of this life easier. I went through that 
while on earth. I now see what it meant. Often 
I tried to let people realise how intensely 
I longed to be allowed more time to finish up 
some of my work. I felt rather bitter when it 
was denied me. That was worse than pain. 
Now I am perfectly happy. I know it was for 
the best. The people who don’t go through it 
on. your side are in darkness here for some time. 
I mean those who don’t come up against that 
time of stress, that facing up of things, and 
who come here into this life before thev have 
ever struggled or fought—they are still shut up 
in th® chrysalis of self, which is a shroud, and 
have to remain for a time in dimness, because 
they could not bear the light. . . .

Even those spiritually developed, if their lives 
have been very soft and pleasant, if they have 
had no suffering in passing, have to rest in 
dimness. We have to pay our price, every one 
of us. I mean we have to go through a certain 
amount of trouble if we are to be properly 
balanced for this life—prepared for it. [Matured, 
do you mean?] Yes; the physical must become 
like a fading flower, gradually dropping away.

The above is perhaps a little fragmentary, but we 
have unfortunately had to leave out much that brought 
in personal allusions to friends which have to be 
received in confidence. Still, we may mention that 
Miss Scatcherd stated that she was going to the Crewe 
circle and would show her face on a photograph, which 
has happened. She alluded to a poem she had written 
giving a description of the central idea of it. This 
was unknown to anyone present, but the poem 
was found later in an article published after her 
decease. Still, enough has been given to enable her 
many friends to see very clear tokens of her identity.

THE GREATER GLORY.
By Captain Q. C. A. Craufurd, R.N., F.R.S.A.,

A.M.I.E.E.

Many of us are much interested in the possibility 
of beholding a particular aspect of the sun under 
eclipse conditions. ’ .

It seems to me that we may find a very strong 
analogy in the amazing phenomena that are dependent 
upon the total disappearance of all that we have been 
accustomed to call the sun. When the sun has been 
totally blotted out (and not until then) the corona 
becomes manifested to us. Ordinarily the vast pro
portions of the real sun remain hidden from our 
ordinary vision while we are absorbed in contemplat
ing the more obvious core, and it is only when this 
more material central core has been completely blotted 
out by an intervening moon, that we become endowed, 
as it were, with second sight, and perceive the vast 
glory of the sun’s greater self.

In ancient times a total eclipse of the sun appeared 
to be his total destruction, one might say his death. 
It is only at the moment of complete “ death ” that 
we can become aware of this greater glory.

A faint glow, an aura, becomes evident to those 
who are watching intently. This aura means that the 
sun is still “ alive,” and occupies certain regions of 
space inconceivably more vast than was ever dreamed 
about. Then the whole revelation fades away in the 
light of ordinary day. That momentary sight of the 
unknown, his etheric body as we might say, revealed 
to us in the period of his temporary disappearance 
from our physical sense, passes away as we regain our 
accustomed view of him.

And now comes the true lesson. That aura, or 
corona, is always there; it intervenes between us and 
what we see of the sun; we see him through it, and 
all the etheric vibrations which we call light are, and 
must be, modified by its presence.

What the central sun would be like, shorn of this 
outer envelope, it is impossible to say, but apparently 
it is this shroud which is responsible for the continual 
wireless messages we get which form those dark lines 
in the solar spectrum, known as Fraunhoffer lines, 
and reveal so much to scientists through the aid of the 
spectroscope. They tell us that the material body of 
the sun is composed of much the same things that we 
recognise as portions of our material earth; they tell 
us what soft of a thing the sun would be if he was 
just crystallised out into ordinary material. He would 
not be very interesting. Cold, uninspired, unilluminat
ing, he would become good, solid material—reminding 
one of the Hardened Materialist. Unable to give any 
but borrowed or reflected light, he would march 
through the universe, majestically obscuring or eclips
ing anything that he could cover temporarily with his 
bulk. He would have lost his power to create, but, like 
the moon during a solar eclipse, he might, inadver
tently, reveal the cloud of glory about those things 
that he had attempted to blot out. He would make a 
very fine Deity for those who only care to worship the 
material form. We may be thankful, however, that he 
is at present the embodiment of all life, energy and 
creation, and this is due to his extension beyond the 
bounds of material, into the ether of space.

JOANNA SOUTHCOTT’S BOX.

Mr. H. Ernest Hunt will lecture on “ The Life and Work of 
Joanna Southcott,” at the Hoare Memorial Hall, Church 
House, Westminster, on Monday evening, July nth, when Mr- 
Harry Price will also deliver an address dealing with certain 
phases of Joanna’s activities. The lecture will be illustrated 
wjth lantern slides, and during the evening the Box, now in 
possession of the National Laboratory of Psychical Research, 
will be opened. Members of the National Laboratory admitted, 
free; cost of admission to general public, 3 s. 6d.; time of 
commencement, 8 p.m.
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MENTAL HEALING:
A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION.

Ry Horace Leaf, F.R.G.S.

“THE PROBLEM OF SURV[yA( „

The Church oj England Newspaper is pubis 
week by week, instalments of Sir Oliver Iff, I 
address to London clergy, delivered orally < Vfl 
Oliver and stenographically reported, with cofhJ,% I 
for the C.E.N., by the author. In the I
address, he remarks that there are many cat?’0 bin | 
science and philosophy seem to clash, just as,^r» I 
and religion have done, ” always because th^ I 
looking at different aspects of the same thing.” & I 
difficulties about this subject, observes Sir Oliver, J I 
due to a tendency to associate life and mind so CW | 
with matter that we are unable to conceive 
existence apart from matter:—“ I have gradual 
come to the view .... that, so far as we act(.| 

really act on it in a secomk,!

There are some thing's in Psychic Science which 
cannot be proved along rigid scientific lines, although 
a high degree of certainty concerning them can be 
arrived at along other channels.

Among them are the nature and condition of the 
next world and the method by which spirit communica
tions reach us.

For information on such matters, we have to rely 
mainly on the testimony of the spirit-people. When 
that testimony is consistently in agreement, the weight 
of the evidence is in favour of its reliability; but 
evidence is not necessarily proof.

The following account of what is said to happen 
on “ the spirit side,” in connection with the efforts to 
heal by thought, conducted by myself and friends, 
must therefore be judged at its face value.

I am able neither to affirm nor deny its accuracy. 
One thing is certain: a number of extraordinary cures 
and partial cures have resulted to the sick persons 
upon whom we have concentrated, and these benefits 
have coincided with our efforts.

The power of suggestion can scarcely apply to 
everyone of these cases, as in some instances, where 
results have been extraordinarily good, the patients 
have been quite unaware of our efforts on their behalf.

The concentration has generally been done in 
classes devoted primarily to mediumistic development, 
not more than five minutes usually being given up to 
the healing effort.

From the commencement spirits purported to be 
interested in the work, and for a while encouraged us; 
but, after a time, unexpected complications seem to 
have arisen.

Spirits interested in healing but not in psychic 
development are said to have been attracted to the 
class and taken “ power ” for the purpose of healing 
the sick upon whom we concentrated. This is said to 
have interfered with the work of other spirits, whose 
principal interest lay in the unfoldment of mediumistic 
faculty.

An effort at compromise seems to have taken place 
between the two orders of spirits, and the hope was 
expressed by those superintending the mediumship 
development, that some of the healing spirits would 
assist them in their task as a compensation for the 
“ power ” they were taking away for curative pur
poses.

The upshot was the class was instructed either to 
devote a special evening entirely to the healing work, 
or else to lessen the time devoted to healing during 
the development classes.

This seems to indicate that the act of thought on 
living objects generates a special power or energy, 
which is able to affect them if only it can reach them. 
It has been said that this power can reach the patient 
by the unaided will of the thinker, but becomes much 
more effective when treated by spirit agents.

This force, however, is declared to constitute one 
factor only in the operation, thought itself having a 
direct influence on the sick person. Here the explana
tion becomes much more metaphysical, although not 
difficult to follow.

All minds (say our informants) are in some way 
connected, and only appear separate because of a pro
cess of specialisation undergone to make individuality. 
That individuality appears to be very complete on 
earth, largely because Mind is confused with Body, 
and is regarded as possessing dimensions similar to 
the body. Mind really posseses no physical qualities, 
i.e., no form, colour, dimension, nor weight, but 
actually functions in a timeless, spaceless universe. 
Because of this, all mind is one mind. This explana
tion may not be original nor true. It is certainly 
interesting.

matter 
way. ”

at all, we
• •

is that we are associated 
That is the peculiar thing, ,

The marvel 
matter at all. 
used to say that death was an adventure to wh‘^1 
we might look forward. So it is; but I believe 
really and truly it is earth-life that is the adv^l 
ture. It is this earth-life that has been M 
strange and exceptional thing. The wonderii 
that we ever succeeded in entering a 
body at all. . . . The attempt to explain 1^,1 
terms of matter has failed. Mechanism h^l' 
uses, but the material body is a temporary in^,| 
ment. . . . Our material bodies are troi^l 
some: troublesome to put on; troublesome'I 
shake off; troublesome to deal with in at I 
ways. They are not really ourselves: they a k 
an instrument to be used for a time—a sbon 
time. I

But it may be said of that view, If that is so, I 
it seems to require a kind of pre-existence, an - 
admission that we existed in the invisible rorld, | 
in the ether or in space, and then condensed | 
on to matter and moved about here for a time, I 
and then went back whence we came? Well, io « 
a sense, that is my view; but we must discrimi- | 
nate between mere life, on the one hand, and , 
individual life, personality, on the other, I do j 
not say that the individual has pre-existed. .. .

My view thus is that this individual seif did 
not pre-exist, but has formed its character white 
in association with matter during this present 
epoch, this particular episode, of earth-life; and 
that then it rejoins its larger self, its pristine 
permanent reality, taking with it its developed 
character, but having shaken off the dust of the 
earth.
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How Mind Influences Body.—A striking experiment il J 
corded in “ The Lancet.” In the presence of two other 
men, the experimenter told a hypnotised subject that he 
about to be touched by a red-hot iron; one of the other dF1 
as previously arranged, then put his finger gently on the. I 
ject’s arm. He cried out as if touched by a hot iron; th' 
was bandaged and the bandage sealed. Next day the I 
was removed, and on the spot touched was found a small^l 
of the same size and nature as one subsequently producedI 
same subject by an actual touch of hot iron. It would see*1 J 
during the night the subconscious mind of the patient* 
vinced that an actual biurn had been inflicted, had set in 
the complicated train of operations in blood-vessels and 
which would have been the natural reaction of the organ^' . 
an actual physical burn. Persons as susceptible to suggestion 1 
this one are extremely rare; but I have quoted the case in 
to put side by side with il the still more remarkable, but 
attested, story of St. Francis of Assisi, who, after a long i*', 
of meditation on the Passion of Our Lord, culminating 
vision of a crucified cherub, was found to have imprint 
his hands and feet dark blister-like protrusions correspond'11* 
the wounds of Christ.

—From “ Reality ; A New Correlate 
Science and Religion."

By Canon Strut**
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letters to the editor. LEAGUE OF NATIONS FESTIVAL.
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A SPIRITUALIST HOSPITAL SUNDAY.

Sir,—Hospital Sunday has passed, and the people no doubt 
have given generously. Hospitals are one of the brightest 
features of Christendom. But what about psychic, mental or 
spirit treatment? Where can this be obtained under the same 
efficient conditions as orthodox therapy can be had? Certainly 
not at the hospitals, because our healing is still taboo, and more 
particularly so are the healers. Is it not time that some sub
stantial funds should be available to assist this higher method 
of healing? It has fully justified itself in each of its various 
schools, Spiritualist, New Thought, Christian Science. Is it 
not time that there was a Spiritualist Hospital or a Psycho- 
Therapeutic Hospital run on lines broad enough to include any 
school of mental and psychic healing? Healing is being accom
plished at many Spiritualist Societies up and down the country 
—but many sick do not know of this form of healing, or, know
ing, are at a loss where to go for it, or cannot afford regular 
treatment.

If the Spiritualist Churches can be induced to take up a 
collection on Hospital Sunday for creating a public fund to 
assist this form of healing—would the Spiritualist National 
Union and the London Spiritualist Alliance act as Trustees for 
and administrators of such funds?

I should be glad if you would kindly give publicity to this 
suggestion (which, of course, needs elaboration if accepted).

Yours, etc.,
Richard A. Bush, 

President of the Psycho-Therapeutic
* ’ • Society (Ltd.).

134, H artfield Road,
Wimbledon, S.W.19.

A FURTHER CURE BY SPIRITUAL HEALING.
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Sir,—I feel that I must add my testimony to that of your 
correspondent, Mr#. Parsons, in Light, of June 18th, as to the 
wonderful work being carried on at 26, St. George’s Square, by 
the spirit of Dr. Lascelles and the mediumship of Mr. Simpson.

I arrived in London, in March this year, from Australia, suf
fering from acute valvular disease of the heart, having had two 
heart failures last year, diagnosis given by Melbourne specialist 
as follows : Two valvular lesions, heart failing, albumen nearly 
100 per cent. ; liver greatly enlarged and pulsating; blood 
pressure 220 (which he reduced to 165 later). He told me that 
I was absolutely incurable, and that I must consider myself an 
invalid for the rest of my life.

About this time my wife began to receive messages from the 
0 other side ” in the form of Automatic Writing, telling her not 
to worry about my condition, as all would be well later, and to 
go away from Melbourne; the name of the boat we were to 
travel on was even given to us, namely the Maloja; the reason 
for this we discovered afterwards, as we had a wonderful trip, 
and the coolest passage through the Red Sea that the crew ever 
remembered, otherwise I might not have been able to have stood 
the trip.

Now up to this time we had not any idea as to what or where 
we were being led, but, with faith in the guidance of the loved 
ones who were helping us, we kept on and arrived here in 
London, where we were met by my wife’s mother, who told us 
about a famous spirit doctor and his wonderful cures, she herself 
having been cured by him. I went along, had treatment for three 
months (once a week), and yesterday was discharged cured. A 
week or so ago I walked to the dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 
up 560 odd steps, and never ” turned a hair.”

I feel that I must tell this to the world, as nothing short of a 
miracle could have cured me.

Yours, etc.,
J. H. Cunningham.

2B, Dawson Place, W.a.

Sir,—Hundreds of people inspected our bookstall and read 
the advertisements on our hoardings explaining Spiritualism on 
Saturday, June 18th. Many interesting enquiries were amweredt 
but not many could be tempted to pay sixpence to purchase our 
catalogue and view Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s wonderful collec
tion of spirit photos. None the less, Messrs. Sissons, Sergeant 
and myself with Miss Mary Mills were kept busy all day pilot
ing visitors around and explaining Spiritualism to alt and 
sundry.

The bookstall), under the supervision of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clements and Mrs. Petz, could easily have become a battle
ground at any moment of the day, but the ease with which the 
Spiritualists turned criticism aside speedily proved to all listeners 
that we have a strong case worthy of investigation.

At the evening Mass Meeting we were allocated fifty seats in 
the orchestra, and although all the vast audience were not in 
sight of our mottoes, some thousands were surprised to learn 
on the first motto displayed that u Spiritualism Promotes 
Peace,” and next that we thought “ War is Hell,” followed by 
another indicating that u Heaven is Peace.”

Hundreds of free copies of Light and Two Worlds were dis
tributed at the exits. My personal thanks are tendered to all 
who in any way assisted.

Yours, etc.,
H. Boddington.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM MISS SCATCHERD.

Sir,—I think it may interest some of your readers to hear 
that I have lately received three separate communications from 
the late Miss Felicia Scatcherd, who, as most of us know, played 
such an important part in the Spiritualistic movement during the 
last twenty years. She told me she greatly regretted having 
been taken away before she had accomplished her work here on 
earth, and she informed me that she intended to take up her 
work again here very soon.

Last week she delivered her message in her natural voice, and 
among other things she assured me that a great upheaval was 
shortly going to take place in Europe, which would be felt over 
the entire world. She thought it would be next year, but as 
they had no means of computing time on the other side, she could 
not definitely fix any time for the event. At one of the direct 
voice sittings, a flower dropped on to my knee, and fell on the 
floor. This greatly surprised me as the medium was the only 
one in the room besides myself, and she was certainly much too 
far away to have brought the flower to me. I could only con-, 
elude that Miss Scatcherd must have done it, since there was no 
other way of accounting for its presence. Such things do not 
seem extraordinary when one reads or is told about them, but 
they seem very weird and uncanny when they actually happen 
before one’s very eyes. She also told me that she had just com
pleted her rest cure on the other side, just as, Mr. Stead related 
in his delightful book, “ The Blue Island/’ which his daughter 
Estelle had published a few years ago, and which can still be 
obtained. Anyhow, if what Miss Scatcherd told me comes true, 
we shall enjoy her presence here for a considerable time to come.

Yours, etc.;
Geo. Lindsay Johnson, M.D.

44, Cornwall Gardens,
South Kensington, S.W.

A MESSAGE.

Madame de Steiger's Life and Reminiscences.—A Dis
claimer.—Referring to our notice of the book, Memorabilia, by 
Madame Isabelle de Steiger, in our issue of the nth, Mr. W. L. 
Wilmshurst writes pointing out that he was incorrectly included 
amongst several friends of Madame de Steiger who, it was 
stated, had passed from mortal life. Mr. Wilmshurst adds: 
u I was never one of the suggested 4 circle * and, in fact, no 
such • circle 1 ever existed between them, and only one of them 
was personally known to me. My friendship with Madame de 
Steiger was a private one, disconnected with any of the indivi
duals named or the movements with which they were associated, 
and of which I have never been more than a detached observer/’

“ The stings of base enemies cannot wound or really assail 
and assoil the spirit. A pure life can stand alone and undis
mayed. Let the slanderers go by—justification comes of God. 
The tongues di slander, serpent-venomed, will be powerless, coa- 
fronted by upright purity of purpose. Unfaltering truthfulnesa 
silences these, and draws down the benediction of celestial spirits 
whose wide-reaching influence, God.sent, brings healing and 
support to the sore-hearted.0

—Frdm “ A True Record of psychic Adventures.’* 
B'S Hylda Rhodcs.
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THE new scientist.
The popular conception of the scientist, as visual

ised in the public mind up to within recent years, is 
rapidly undergoing a change. He was formerly 
regarded, and with some justification, as a lofty - 
browed, superhumanly erudite, dry-as-dust individual, 
painfully absent-minded, and unpractical on all mun
dane matters, and a person whose mental processes 
were conducted at such an altitude, that he completely 
lost touch with humanity and the affairs of common 
men.

This mental picture is fading, and in its place 
appears another. The erudition is there, deeper than 
before; the high range of thought reaches to still 
higher peaks; but in all other respects the change is 
startling. The scientist of to-day is in closer touch 
with human problems than many of those whose 
vocation would seemingly better fit them for the task; 
bishops, for instance. He is, moreover, acutely aware 
of practical issues, and is usually a person well-fitted 
to lead the minds of his fellows, instead of merely im
mersing himself in abstractions too far away from the 
common grasp to influence the ordinary plain citizen. 
The scientist of to-day tends more and more to become 
a man among men, instead of a lone and lofty peak 
in a vast, flat desert. The change is slow in coming, 
but it is none the less certain, and in the forefront is 
a small, but numerically increasing group of great 
scientists, who are at the same time great men.

It may be argued by the petulant critic, that this 
appraisement is extravagant and due to a prejudice 
in favour of those scientists who have supported the 
essential principles of Spiritualism by speech and pen. 
But our argument is quite impartial, and we can 
supplement it from many souroes, but for the present 
we need only take one—an address delivered by Sir 
Oliver Lodge some time ago on “ Problems of Exist
ence,” a lecture in which no mention whatever was 
made of . Spiritualism itself. In that address the 
speaker discoursed upon life with a keenness of in
sight into interpretations of life, as well as an appre
ciation of the perplexities about it felt by the man in 
the street, which revealed a mind of outstanding 
quality. The tone was one of vital and pulsating 
optimism, not the unreasoning optimism of the man

in good spirits and robust health who radiates iote-ti, 
vivre, but the calm, considered optimism of one who 
has examined the cosmos and found it good. “ I hav 
sometimes thought,” said Sir Oliver, ” that we earn 
the secrets of joy inside us. < . . The joy, the reality Of 
life, is within you; but don’t let it stay there, |et •. 
shine out.” That is a cheering message. If this • 
the resultant conclusion of many laborious yegrs . 
scientific study, it throws a pleasanter and moreflllJT]a 
light upon science than it has hitherto enjoyed.

At the beginning of his lecture, Sir Oliver Lo^ 
reminded his hearers of a once-popular ballad, 
” Cheer, boys, cheer! there’s a good time coming,” 
which, in the rough, good-humoured tongue of the 
populace, seemed to sum up his attitude towards the 
universe. A very “ unscientific ” opening for a speech 
on so vast a subject, but one which made a very direct 
appeal to his auditors. The “ good time ” referred 
to was not, perhaps, near at hand, or, rather, it would 
not seem so to us who count time in years instead 
of millenia. Nevertheless, he felt impressed in several 
ways that the condition of the world is seriously going 
to improve. To gain experience one must have suffer
ing, arid the question was whether we made it worth 
while; existence itself is a great mystery; in fact, it 
is remarkable that anything should exist at all; the 
Universe is a magnanimous and patient thing; and 
what is it for? What are the worlds for? These 
great masses of matter in the universe are instruments 
and machines, all designed as part of a scheme towards 
the acquirement of some definite end in the mind of 
God. Life springs into existence wherever it can, 
matter passes away after being used for the creation 
of energy, but spirit is eternal.

Matter does not last for ever; it is only we 
who last for ever. The psychic, the spiritual, 
the mental, all that goes on, advancing, pro
gressing. . . . We have got to get rid of the 
body, but do not make too much fuss about 
that; that is only scrapping the machinery that 
is worn out.

It is on these lines that a great scientist deals with 
the problem of existence—a very significant change 
from the attitude of pessimistic detachment which 
marked scientific thought even a few years ago.

YOUR GARDEN.

Have you seen me in your garden in the dewy hour of Dawn, 
As I wander out of dreamland and its voice is calling me, 

Thro’ the stilly midnight spaces of my slumber swiftly drawn, 
From the cark and care of daytime, and its weariness, set 

free?

There is fragrance in your garden, there is peace and beauty 
there,

In the freshness of the morning or the fierceness of the noon, 
And my soul is ever turning from the dust and din elsewhere

To the glimpses of its glory, come and gone again too soon.

There is music in your garden when the throstles sing at eve,
And an all-pervading silence when the moonlight reaches me. 

Sudden lighting-up of darkness and release from things that 
grieve,

As I gaze adown its vistas on the lone paths of the sea.

Stolen views of vagrant sweetness, come and gone again too 
soon,

In your garden’s all-completeness, on the rich and flowing 
air. I

And unseen of you (it may be) in the dawn, and dusk, and 
noon.

Though my body be forespoken, you will find my spirit 
there.

—Alan Moorm.
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To the well-known series on “ How I Look at 
Life,” in the Daily Express, Mr. Hannen Swaffer 
contributed an article in the issue of that journal for 
June a i st. In the course of his observations, which are 
very much in his own manner, full of quaint conceits 
and original points of view, Mr. Swaffer says:—

For a long time, as I could not see a purpose 
behind things, I ceased to care at all. Then I 
came among the fortunate ones. I had it 
proved to me—not as a matter of faith, but as a 
thing of knowledge—that I shall go on, after I 
have left this world, that somewhere else I shall 
have an opportunity of repairing all my blunders 
and correcting all my faults, that elsewhere will 
be compensations for what I have suffered, and 
lost, here; that in some place or other I shall 
have to plumb all the depths, and rise to all the 
heights, and experience all the miseries and all 
the joys.

I know, too, that I shall suffer for my in
numerable sins, either now or hereafter, and, 
although this makes me rather timorous at 
times, I try to think that, perhaps, I am not 
really so bad as I must look sometimes to the 
morning sun. If I were, dogs would not love 
me as they do.

» * * *

Under the heading, “ The Synthetic Soul,” the 
Newcastle Evening Chronicle thus refers to present 
speculation on synthetic life:—

It may be true that many of the organic com
pounds found in living organisms have now 
been made in the laboratory, such as synthetic 
sugar and starch, but that scientists will thus 
eventually be able to evolve living protoplasm 
is a different matter, and does not seriously 
challenge the dictum that life proceeds only from 
life. Science, for all its wonders, is never likely 
to solve the Great Mystery, and the synthetic 
soul is a prospect that leaves one cold.

It would lighten, and, perhaps, direct the scientific 
labours alluded to, if in the common consciousness 
were rooted the simple idea that the Universe as a 
whole is a living thing.

♦ » » *

The Star and other newspapers report the mystery 
of a “ ghostly hand,” at Aosta, in the Turin province. 
We take the following paragraphs about it from the 
Star:—

Some months ago a brother of Della Villa 
died (says the British United Press from Rome), 
and the family hung up a photographic enlarge
ment of him in the room in which he used to 
sleep.

One night, about io o’clock, Della Villa and 
his wife saw the clearly defined shadow of a 
hand appearing on the wall close to the photo
graph- The fingers opened and closed as if try
ing to grasp something.

The neighbours were called in, and some half-a- 
dozen people saw the phenomenon repeated. The 
shadowy hand appeared several times on other 
occasions, always at night, and the parish priest 
was called in to pronounce an exorcism, which 
had no effect.

From an article in the Sheffield Mail, by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, on <f What Spiritualism Can Do/1 this 
passage touches upon a truth that calls for frequent 
reiteration:— ' t.,.

The great point to-day is to combat pure 
materialism, which is represented even by men of 
the highest character. In spite of their character, 
the system is responsible for the Great War’, and 
for many other of the misfortunes, economic and 
political, which have befallen the human race. 
Man needs a greater sense of responsibility in 
his actions. ,

* * > *

Writing in the Clarion on “ Endor Up to Date,” 
Robert Blatchford says that, while “ in the bygone 
ages of religious terrorism the art of the fortune-teller 
and soothsayer was unprofitable and perilous,”

To-day, though nominally illegal, it is quite 
safe and lucrative, and if no one is the better it 
would be hard to say that anyone is the worse 
for it. Such fishing in dark waters is popular. 
But does it mean anything? Are these clients* 
serious; do they believe in the cult? or is it just 
a game? I am inclined to think these dabblers 
in the occult are simply toying with fateful 
symbols, as children play with dolls or paper 
boats. The future into which they peer is like 
a stage, where can be seen an imaginary lover, 
or hero, or a garden fair to the heart’s desire. 
And surely there is no harm in it, and the 
magicians get a comfortable living; so why not 
let the children play?

» * « *

The Daily Mail informs us that there is a maid
servant employed at a leading London hospital who 
has “ backed the winner of the world’s leading race 
for the last six or seven years,” and remarks:—

She has no system. She does not stick pins 
into the list of runners. She has no secret stable 
information. She just gets what Americans call 
a “ hunch.”

Now, of what nature is this “ hunch ”? It must have 
a psychological interest far beyond its relation to the 
turf. -i...

* * * *

Regarding the wedding of Senator Marconi and the 
Countess Marie Christine Bezzi-Scali, at which Signor 
Mussolini was a guest, the Sunday Times says:—

Senator Marconi met his bride in the course 
of a yachting cruise last summer. Their friend
ship ripened when they found that each was an 
ardent Spiritualist. /

♦ • ♦ j ♦

The Southend Standard gives an account of per
sonal psychic experiences related to the Southend Rotary 
Cluh by the Rev. R. Kennedy, Superintendent Wesleyan 
Minister of the Southend Circuit. Mr. Kennedy is not 
a Spiritualist, nor has ever attended a seance, but he 
is evidently a good clairvoyant. Here is one of four 
remarkable experiences that all occurred in the month 
of June. It happened while he was in a Northern 
town, after a member of his church, who was on the 
eve of a visit to Morecambe, had said to him, “ I shall 
never return.” Mr. Kennedy

was sitting reading when he felt a strange 
presence in the room, and, looking up, saw his 
friend, standing before him. Neither spoke, and 
the vision faded away. He noted the time, 
3 a.m., and next morning visited his friend’s 
son to learn that news had just arrived of the 
father’s death at that very hour.

ME
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STILLNESS AND SILENCE.
Mr*. M K- Trotter, of The Manor House, Baretow, has 

>rnt us the typescript of certain messages received by automatic 
writing. Lack of space prevents our printing these, but we 
give below an extract which is well worth reproducing:—

You have been wondering to-day if you are 
wrong to keep in touch with those who have gone 
on. Why should it be? We know all the arguments 
used against it. Study them carefully, and see where 
the wrong lies. Do we teach you error? Do we 
lead you down in thought or up? Do we seem to you 
to believe in Christ and His great atoning Life, Death 
and Resurrection? Put your finger on one error we 
have taught, on one lie we have told you. We believe 
most deeply, firmly and very humbly, in the Lord 
Jesus Christ as God Incarnate, sent to manifest God 
the Supreme Father of all, and to bring men to a 
true knowledge of Him as Father, and not as a cruel, 
arbitrary Judge. Why is it more wrong to listen 
to Spiritual Teaching in the Silence of your heart than 
from other men still in their earth bodies? No, the 
wrong and terrible danger is when men seek from 
mere curiosity and “ fun ” to go to spirits, seek to 
see them, hold seances, and play with the Unseen. 
We want you to warn all you come across not to do 
this. It is like a child playing with edged tools, or 
with electricity. Only when prepared beforehand by 
humble prayer is it safe. There are untold numbers 
of undeveloped entities, and earth-bound souls, wait
ing for opportunities to get in touch once more with 
human bodies that through those earth-bodies they 
may once more enjoy what they now miss. These can 
only work harm to those they come in contact with, 
but a soul who prays for protection, one- who comes 
in love and humility to be taught, can be sure his 
prayer is answered, and such a safeguard is put 
round such a one that only pure, holy, good spirits can 
approach. Ask yourself why you come—why you 
want to come in touch with the Unseen. Is it for 
curiosity? Then, for God’s sake, stop it, and go 
no further. .Is it for comfort? Is it for Teaching? 
Is it that you may live a more truly Christ-like life 
and help others? Then on your knees commit your
self to God, and ask Him to lead you into all Truth 
in His own time, and in His own way, then quietly 
wait, and you will be clearly shown, either by books 
or friends, or in the silliness of your own thoughts, 
that which is Truth for you. That at the moment 
is all that is needful dr desirable. Practise being
still and listening. God has many Teachers and many 
ways of teaching. Be you still, and God will do great 
things for you, but you must prepare the way by 
prayer and love.

Mediums and Mediumship. — What is “a 
medium ”? One whose constituent elements—mental, 
dynamic, and material—are capable of being 
momentarily decentralised. The innate tendency to 
dissociation in these peculiar constitutions is increased 
by the practice of mediumship, which tends to render 
the primarily abnormal state more and more easy and 
normal. This tendency is innate. In fact, medium
ship is hereditary. I found this to be the case with 
all the powerful mediums that I have studied—both 
clairvoyants and those capable of .ectoplasmic 
phenomena. Sometimes this heredity is direct, some
times it appears in ancestors or collaterals; but it is 
always there, so clearly as to be undeniable.—From 
Clairvoyance and Materialisation; by Dr. Gustave 
Gkley.

PIONEERS AND THEIR WORK
Before the rich continent of America could be fuju 

opened up, hardy, fearless men had to go forward with 
the few rude arms and implements they could cam 
and live more or less brief lives within sound of fa 
war-whoop.

Whilst they were slowly pressing back that terrihl 
frontier, worthy folks in their comfortable beds f? 
behind them were wont to shudder at the though / 
them. The pioneers, these people reflected, were 
wild idiots who would all get killed in the end. Am 
what good were they doing anyway, except scratching 
a living for themselves in frightfully hazardous and 
unseemly circumstances? Those of them that paid 
fleeting visits back to civilisation were found to be 
unfit company for anyone. They seemed to half- 
belong to the queer folk with whom they were'-in 
contact.

Within a very few years, polite people were sleep
ing in safe, comfortable beds on the ground the rude 
pioneer had won. It was lucky he had won it, as 
otherwise the good folks further East would soon 
have been feeling very cramped and uncomfortable. 
The pioneer himself, by the way, had profited little. 
He was either dead or had been pushed further West. 
But he had won much treasure for his countrymen.

The spiritual poverty of the world has impelled 
men of courage and vision to the frontiers of a new 
faith. Those of us who are afraid to go home in the 
dark know right well that they are incurring grave 
risks, and we half expect the adventurers to sneak 
back one of these days, scared to death. Their methods 
and their implements are necessarily crude, and it 
seems impossible that they can make any headway.

A time will come, however, when the dread fron
tier will have been pushed further back, and thousands 
of us will be breathing freely and gladly on the ground 
where the lonely frontiersman once overcame his fears, 
A seance in those days will seem as ridiculous as a 
skirmish with red men in the woods, but it will have 
served its purpose. Mac.

CLAIRVOYANCE EXTRAORDINARY

Mrs. D. Smith, of Acton, writes :—
On Friday, May 13th, 1927, I was present at the 

British College of Psychic Science, Holland Park, 
when Miss Grace Collyns was giving clairvoyant 
descriptions. She described in detail a large new 
brick building. This description was recognised and 
definitely accepted by a gentleman in the audience, 
who claimed that it was Lloyd’s Insurance Offices in 
Leadenhall Street, where he was employed. There 
was no message, however, although the medium ob
tained an impression of fire and twisted girders.

On the following Monday, May 16th, at Lindsey 
Hall, Notting Hill, I was present when Mrs. Neville 
gave clairvoyance. The medium stated that she saw 
a man, aged fifty-four years, tumbling off a high 
building, apparently in Canada. She sensed correctly 
that I had relatives in Canada, although this fact fits 
nowhere in the tale.

The man was described as falling through 
obstruction, and finally breaking his fall half-way 
down. As this did not apply to me, I ignored the 
message.

On the following Thursday, May 18th, an evening 
paper reported the tragedy of a man, aged fifty-four, 
who fell 85 feet from Lloyd’s Building in Leadenhall 
Street, on the same day that Mrs. Neville had ‘‘seen" 
it happening; according to the report, he broke his 
descent, as described, on some scaffolding 45 feet 
down, but, Unfortunately, fell another 40 feet.

I might add that I am only an occasional visitor to 
Spiritualist meetings, and had never heard either of 
the mediums previously.
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THE MEDIUMSHIP OF MR. J. J. VANGO.

We print the following tribute to Mr. J. J. Vang®, a 
pioneer medium, and one who has worked for very many years 
In the Spiritualistic movement. It is from the pen of Mr. J. A. 
Stevenson, the well-known sculptor,

A few years ago I had a seance in my studio with Mr. 
J. Vango, the clairvoyant. He described in detail the 
spirit of an elderly gentleman whose two dominant char
acteristics were that he was a “ gentleman,” and that he 
had a long beard, the length being indicated by the 
medium placing his hand at the second waistcoat button. 
I could not identify the spirit, but it occurred to me that 
it might be Lord X., deceased many years ago, for I had 
heard he was a former owner of the estate on which my 
studio is situated. So I suggested as much to the medium, 
who replied that the spirit smiled and nodded in acquies
cence. I did not know what Lord X. was like, and Mr. 
Vango did not know him or that he had been connected 
with the property.

I determined to verify this description at once, if pos
sible, and in company with the medium visited the local 
Town Hall on the chance of finding a portrait. None ex
isted there, nor could I obtain a description of one. The 
public library had neither photograph nor painting. The 
Librarian in the Reference Room knew of nothing; no 
other enquiry for the same portrait had ever been made 
there. He indicated, however, that a recently published 
catalogue of portraits might contain a reference.

Eventually references were found in old numbers of the 
Illustrated London News : two illustrations, one from a 
photograph, and one from a wash-drawing. Both tallied 
exactly with Mr. Vango’s description.

This seance is one of thirty or forty private sittings I 
have had with Mr. Vango—one of the band of pioneers 
who, during the last seventy years, have borne the brunt 
of the battle, and have lived to see their efforts trium
phantly vindicated^

I first met him during the War—at a time when for 
many weeks he lived in fear that any visitor to his seance 
room might be a police-spy seeking a pretext upon which 
to prosecute. This was a veritable time of terror to 
•• sensitives.’* In spite of this fear he received me without 
introduction, and gave me particulars of the death of a 
soldier friend reported u missing ” in France. This was 
confirmed a fortnight later by the War Office.

Mr. Vango’s recent departure from London to live in 
Nottingham impels me to pen a few words of tribute. For 
over forty years in London he has placed his remarkable 
gifts at the service of all-comers; to some quite freely; 
to others in his public seances at a nominal fee; and 
amongst them have been many famous people. Through 
him great numbers of sitters have been led to a belief in 
survival, and, not least, many spirit friends have been 
comforted in being able to return, and say “ I am alive!” 

Mr. Vango is a man’s man, neither faddist nor crank, 
and the longer one knows him the more one is impressed 
by his transparent honesty and sincerity.

RAYS AND REFLECTIONS.
“ Cannot we get rid of ’iem< and ’anities? ” askf a 

ously progressive reader. No, I fear we cannot. We are not 
great enough yet. Our religion and our thinking must cotwe 
within certain well-defined limits. AH we can do at present is to 
make our u ’ism ” or “ ’anity ” as broad and comprehensive 
as possible, and to keep enlarging it.

• • • >
Matthew Arnold, who Was a very great writer and critic, 

shewed that this was the case even with Christianity. He said, 
Two things about the Christian religion must surely be clear 

to anyone with eyes in his head. One is that men cannot do 
without it; the other, that they cannot do with it as it is.”* 
This was said many years ago, but we have only to look at the 
condition of the world to-day to see how amply it is proved. 
We see that men cannot do without the Christian ideal, and 
equally that they cannot do with it as it is.

* * ♦ ♦

AN EDITOR’S PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.

The editor of the Manchester. City News repeats the story 
of a personal experience which he had, already told in a pamphlet. 
He relates it again, because it is to him utterly baffling, except 
on one assumption, and hopes that “ some hard, common
sense, and knowing person ” will kindly afford him the explana
tion on matter-of-fact lines. Here is his example of the truth 
that is stranger than fiction ;—

A seance was being held at the late Mrs. Leo Grindon’s. 
Suddenly came the apparently nonsensical words, ” Fal 
lai la ! ” Asked the meaning, the communicant said his 
name was Frank Hollins, that he had been a vocalist, that 
he was very fond of old-fashioned songs with choruses, 
that he had taken a part in the Christmas entertainments 
of the Manchester Literary Club, and that he had once 
given the members a Gilbert and Sullivan night. As I 
had never heard of this man, I asked him the date of 
his membership, and he gave it, adding— * Long before 
your time.” He proceeded to say that his ambition in 
life had been to join an Opera Company and to appear 
on the stage; but “that was impossible,” he said, “ for 
I was lame.”

All this seemed circumstantial, but I could obtain no 
verification of the facts. Six months went by. One 
summer’s day I was at a picnic seme thirty miles away.

Turning the pages of a book, u Spiritualism Amongst Civi
lised and Savage Races,” by Edward Lawrence, recently I came 
upon the following:—

Modern Spiritualism is a reversion of a dangerous nature, 
and consequently deserves no more place in modern thought 
than does any other crudity promulgated by well-meaning, 
but ignorant, men.

I am embalming this valuable dictum (like a fly in amber) 
so that it may be kept in memory in years to come when it 
may take rank with the statement of the authority who in the 
early part of the last century said that he would eat the first 
steamship that crossed the Atlantic, coals and all! It may also 
bear comparison with the recorded opinion of some brilliant 
journalists not a great many years ago, who stigmatised aerial 
flight as an impossible dream, a ridiculous Yankee stunt!

• ♦ *

I once heard a man who had investigated Spiritualism tell 
a group of curious friends that there were things in Spiritualism 
too marvellous to be told, for they would be generally received 
with incredulity; they were so contrary to the average man’s 
idea of life and life-experience. I was reminded of the episode 
by what an old Spiritualist was telling me the other day regard
ing Proctor, an old-time medium, who belonged to Barrow-in- 
Furness. Those who knew him described him as a veritable 
genius. “ It did not matter whether you wanted^ legal advice, 
medical advice, scientific explanations or philosophical discourse, 
whatever it was, Proctor had a guide who could hold his own 
with the finest minds with whom he ever came into contact.” 
I am quoting from the statement of one who knew him.

« • • •

My informant says that Proctor could talk architecture to 
architects, science to scientists, music to musicians, and in every 
case; could use technical terms quite outside the ordinary man’s 
knowledge. My friend adds very pertinently, in view of the 
recent discussion on Shakespeare, that such a case as that of 
Proctor may form the key to the type of inspiration of which 
the Bard of Avon was the subject.

• ♦ ♦ ♦

It is not until the curious inquirer has made close acquaint
ance with Spiritualists that he realises how delusive is the idea 
that they are a race apart from the rest of the world. Indeed, 
I think there is more variety in view of outlook and character 
amongst them than amongst any other body of persons united 
about some article of faith, doctrine or practice.

D. G.

(Continued from previous column
A lady sang an old Lancashire song. When she had 
finished, someone remarked, “ Frank Hollins used to sing 
that, with a Fal lai la! ” I pricked up my ears,, 44 Did 
you know Frank Hollins.? ” I asked,. ” Who was he? ”

" Frank Hollins,” said the gentleman, u was a fine oW 
singer. He liked the old English ballads. He used to 
take part in our Christmas entertainments. Once he gave 
us a Gilbert and Sullivan night. Poor fellow, he wanted 
to go on the stage, and he applied to the Carl Rosa Opera 
Company, but they wouldn’t have him because he was 
lame.”

It sounded exactly like an echo of the message I had 
received. I never knew Frank Hollins^ and had never 
previously heard of him; I Was not even in Manchester 
during his lifetime. How am I to account for the message^ 
which was true in every particular?
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*’ Th» Sit**' Ry Jowrph Sind. With n Preface by
Madrid Yearaley, F.R.C.S., F.fc.S. (T. Werner Laurie, 
I tii fis. nrt)

VM< is a book of more than usual interest. It purports to 
be w a phvstcal explanation of clairvoyance, telepathy, hypnotism, 
dreams and other phenomena usually considered occult.” The 
author (a scientist) has discovered by his own investigations and 
experiences the reality of clairvoyance, telepathy and other 
powers usually denominated psychic, and refers with strong dis
approval to the observations of those sceptical writers who have 
denied these things without having properly studied them. But 
in Spiritualism Mr. Sinel has no belief. He considers that all 
psychic phenomena can be explained by physical causes, and 
will have nothing to do with the 11 spirit idea.” In this direc
tion he discloses a rather amusing ingenuousness, as for instance 
where he says (p. 165) ” The only explanation I can suggest 
with regard to the prevalence of Spiritualism, is, that its devotees 
do not seem to me to have troubled to thresh the matter out, so 
as to endeavour to fin! if there are not physical causes which 
can account for the phenomena they consider supernatural.”

Now this is very droll, for after going through his book I 
find little or nothing with which any intellectually competent 
investigator of Spiritualism or psychic research is not quite 
familiar. Indeed, as regards the question of ” threshing out,” it 
would 9eem that our author has but a very small acquaintance 
with a number of scientific and philosophic works, such, for 
example, as the books of Mr. F. W. H. Myers, Dr. Geley, Pro
fessor Richet, Camille Flammarion, Dr. Hyslop and Mr. Stanley 
De Brath, which go very thoroughly and minutely into the sub
ject.

It is significant to find the author writing of the pineal gland, 
and the part it plays in the production of psychic manifesta
tions. But, of course, the Theosophists and others have dealt 
very fully with this theory, and those authorities who maintain 
that the pineal gland is the seat of supernormal faculty may 
welcome the confirmation of that idea which Mr. Sinel’s book 
affords.

Notwithstanding these strictures, I found the book an ex
ceedingly interesting one, for the author has devoted many years 
of sKidy to clairvoyance, telepathy and similar powers, and gives 
some striking illustrations of the proofs he has received of their 
reality, howbeit he disputes their “ supernatural ” origin. But 
in this connection it is to be observed that no intelligent person 
attributes these things to anything “ supernatural ”; they are 
quite natural, and open a line of investigation of unlimited ex
tent. It is a book to which Light must return again for fur
ther attention, for in its way it is of distinct value as marking 
a kind of half-way line between the barren negations of the 
materialists and that rather uncritical attitude of mind which 
attributes everything of a psychic or supernormal nature to spirit
agency. What the author has clearly discovered is what most 
of us recognise, that there are in man certain inherent psychic 
faculties usually latent but occasionally coming into spontaneous 
manifestation. These powers are sometimes limited to the indivi
dual and have no special relationship to extra-mundane intelli
gences. That particular relationship depends on an extension 
and special application of these faculties. But that is a depart
ment of the subject with which the author has apparently yet to 
make closer acquaintance. In the meantime he is to be com
mended for a useful and instructive piece of work.

< G*
Spiritualism and Theosophy?’ By Arthur W. Osborn, M.C. 

(Ruskin Press, Melbourne. 2s. net.)
I enjoyed this book for many reasons. First, Mr. Osborn 

does not brush Spiritualism contemptuously aside, and again 
he is tolerant beyond the average Theosophist. Few will quarrel 
with the author in his appeal to all seekers after truth, that they 
should aspire to the Highest. Most Spiritualists will like this 
bookz

“ Occultism, Christian Science and Healing?’ By Arthur W. 
Osborn, M.C. (Melbourne: Solar Publications, Ruskin 
Press, Melbourne. 3s. 6d.)

Here again Mr. Osborn, although writing from the stand
point of Occultism, shows his tolerance and kindliness. He 
criticises Christian Science, but Is willing to admit that it pos
sesses certain good points: It is, however, as a treatise on 
Healing that I cordially recommend this book. As such it is 
excellent.

A. Harold Walters.

° The Psychic Messages of Jesus?1 By Louin* Gould Rsndsfi 
(Richard O. Badger • Gorham Press, Rostorr la.on not ?

A foreword states thm these writings were received by dlrs« 
illumination of the conscious mind; a Superior Presence 
felt; distinct utterance was heard, although without wound, tl 
Jesus here revealed is indeed a stranger, and the present writ# 
questions the wisdom of publishing these MSS. as 
from Jesus. The book, which is handsomely got up, may l 
obtained from The Psychic Bookshop, Abbey House, VkfOr/ 
Street, S.W.r. '

“ Stories and Poems?’ By ” Marjory.” (The Miles Pr^, 
Bristol. Price not stated.)

An autobiography, a story and various short poems make up 
this 45 pp. booklet. The author tells of her own cure of tuber
culosis by spirit agency. Simple unpretentious writings.

A. HARotb Walters.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.

In the course of his address last Sunday, at Grotrian Hall, 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle said that he considered there was an 
ample sufficiency of evidence to prove to the world the absolute 
fact of continuity of life after death, the trouble being however 
that the world is so reluctant to accept it. Critics say that 
ninety-five per cent, of this evidence is doubtful, but surely, said 
Sir Arthur, if one single case is proved to be true beyond a 
shadow of a doubt, that were sufficient to solve the problem for 
good and all.

What is now needed is a more comprehensive knowledge of 
the life and interests in the life beyond. Much has been given 
to the world by spirits whose word can unquestioningly be relied 
on, though it is difficult to realise the enormous difficulties which 
confront the spirit who tries to communicate. ‘ Pheneas ’ 
says that it is like speaking on a long-distance telephone, with 
constant interruptions by cross-currents.”

It is certain that the more that is known of the after-life the 
less there is of shadow, and the more there is of sunlight.

Beginners frequently ask how far can we be sure of the 
accuracy of our information, but the concensus of witnesses is 
most striking. AW agree that there are lower spheres, where 
the inhabitants have the power, as soon as real contrition is 
shown, to progress, but the “ earth-bound ” ones are moored as 
it were to their old harbour, and are aften held by bonds of 
strong possessions, love of country, earthly occupations, family 
ties, etc., added to which they frequently do not realise that 
they are dead. They frequently gravitate to those who are sensi
tives, and to such, a service where spiritual teachings are given, 
is of inestimable value.

Spiritualism has made Heaven infinitely more attractive; it 
is a culmination of this life unhampered by the limitations of 
the body and free from worries of health, increasing age, and 
finance. Everyone is busy with congenial tasks. If only the 
world had used reason and common-sense there would have 
been no need for this so-called “ New revelation.” We know 
we shall have what the heart desires whatever it may be, so 
long as it is good, for it is the desire of all wakened souls to 
advance spiritually.

M. J. C.

MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION.

In introducing his subject, ” The Finding of the Path,” Mr. 
H. Ernest Hunt, speaking last Sunday at Aeolian Hall, said 
there was an old classical proverb, ” All Roads lead to Rome?’ 
but that, nowadays, can be taken as meaning that all roads 
led upward and onward to God. Whatever came to man, were 
it good, or seemed it evil, led him assuredly to God his Father, 
because life was so constructed that man had an inevitable urge 
to learn, which meant progress. But nature did provide an 
option. When the voluntary effort failed, a compulsory method 
was introduced. The vast majority of people who came into 
Spiritualism did so through the compulsory method, that is, 
not willingly, but through Trouble. There was healing in the 
wings of the Angel of Death ! And yet there was ” a more 
excellent way.” The way of religion, not dogma and creed, 
but a living, vital, pulsating thing that worked in a man and 
through a man ; charity and love were man’s sole means of 
growth. But all paths led eventually to God, and all things 
worked together for good to them who loved God.

The clairvoyante was Mrs. Annie Brittain, whose descrip
tions and messages were highly evidential.

V. L. K.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED.

Possessed?’ By Rosalie and Edward Synton. (Hutchin
son & Co. 7s. 6d.)

" The Sixth Sense?’ By Joseph Sinel. (T. Werner Laurie, 
net.)
” The Light Bearers?’ Bv Kamatini. (A. H. Stockwell, 

Ltd. 39. 6d.)
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Syllabus on Application.

Marylebone Spiritualist Association, Ltd.,
4 & I, TAVIITOCK IQUARI, W.O.f. T.l. MUISUS M7I.

Or*up (OMIrvoyanee) Bookings ............ MRS. ANNIE BRITTAIN
Tuesday, July 5th, at 4 p.m.
PriTal® Appointments. ...

TlWBOi Mediumship. Private Appointments. ••
Viairvoyaaee and Trane* Mediumship. Private Appts. MRS VICKERS, 
rrance Mediumship, Private Appointments........... .
mahwyaMe and Psychical Development. ... MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN. 
>ayohlo Diagnosis and Treatment of Disease ... MR. G. P. SHARPLIN. 
Healing Groups, Mon.,3.30,Thurs.,8 p.m. Members, 1/-; Non-members, 2/-.

NOTH.—The Oollege has occasional accommodation for Students or 
Intorootsd visitors from the Country or Abroad.

MRS. BARREL. 
MRS. GARRETT.

• •• MRS. MASON

PUBLIC CLAIRVOYANCE.
Friday, Jafy let, at 8 p.m................... MRS. ANNIE BRITTAIN

Vol. VI. u PSYCHIC SCIENCE/1 No. 2.

SUMMER ISSUE NOW READY. 
Remarkable Psychic Photographic Number.

The Work of Robert Bourenell, by the Editor.
Illustrated by 14 Photographs.

2/9, Post Free. , , 11/-
Invaluable to all serious students. Sample copy, post

Can be obtained at the College, The Psychic Bookshop, and Mr. J. 
M. Watkins, 81, Cecil Coart, W.C.

Yearly, 
free.

The “ W. T. Stead’* Borderland Library
5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.l.

(Four minutes from the Houses of Parliament.)
Hon. Secretary ........... . ................................MISS ESTELLE STEAD

The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic subjects.
Fully Classified Catalogue 2s. 7d. Supplementary Catalogue 7d.

Hours 11 to 6. Closed Saturdays and Sundays.
Trance Mediumship, Private Appointments

MRS. BARREL, MRS. G.
Wednesdays, at 3 p.m.. Circle for Clairvoyance and Psyco-

metry (groups of not more than eight sitters), July 6th. 
MISS LILIAN 

Wednesdays and Fridays, Sittings for Psychic Photography. 
By Appointment...............................

Thursdays, 3 p.m.. Class for Development
Thursdays. 6 p.m.. Devotional Group ...
Fridays, 2.30 to 5 p.m., Library “ At Home.” Members and all Interested 

to talk on Psychic Subjects cordially invited. Tea 6d.

P. SHARPLIN

WALLBROOK
• •• 

nee

•••

MRS. DEANE 
MISS AIMEE EARLE 

MISS STEAD

... •••
...
... •••

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION.
13 PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER. W.

Public Mootlnge for Poyohomotry and Olalrvoyanoo,
Monday, 4th, at 8, Psychometry MRS. FLORENCE KINGSTONE 
Tuesday, 5th, at 7.30, Clairvoyance ...
Thursday, 7th, at 7.80, Clairvoyance ...

Reancee for Normal and Trance OlairvoyoMo.
Monday, 4th> at 7.30 ... ........... . ... ___ _ _ __
Wednesday, 6th, at 3............ ' MRS. FLORENCE KINGSTONE

Seanoeo for Trance and Direct Control*

... MR, VOUT PETERS 
MRS. NEVILLE

... MISS L. THOMAS
• • •

Tuesday, 5th, at 3 ... ...
Thursday, 7th, at 7.30 ...

Seance for Materialization.
Wednesday, 6th, at 7.30 ...

Private Sitting* with the following
Advance i—
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Fridays ...
Mondays and Thursdays ...

RxoaHont Library Open Dally, 11 to 1 and 1 to 7 (except Saturday).

•e*
• ••

•••
• ••

• as
•••

• ••

ewe

• ••
... MRS. A. ROBERTS 
... MRS. A. ROBERTS

MRS. BAYLIS 
gifted medium* <mm be booked to

• ••

• • •

• ••

set

see

............MRS. CANNOCK
MRS. A. JOHNSON 

MR. GLOVER BOTHAM 
MISS GRACE COLLYNS 
... MRS. A. ROBERTS

SUNDAY SERVICES
MOLIAN HALL, NRW BOND BTRRBT, W,

Sunday, 3rd, at 6.30.
Address ......
Clairvoyance

......... MR. MAURICE BARBANELL 

........... MR. GLOVER BOTHAM

CAROLS OF SPIRITUAL LIFI. MUSICAL SBTTINM.
We have pleasure in announcing^ that the Tune book, 
consisting of 100 pages 7( ins. x 6 ins., which inclndes the 
Lord's Prayer and all necessary settings other than those 
to be found in Hymns Ancient and Modern and the Bristol 
Tune Book, is now on sale, cloth bound 2/6, post 

free 2/9.

Sliver Bolleotfon on KatorbBg.

Membership Invited. SuboorlptlM 1S/« per M
Correspondence to Hod. Soo., F. W. HA WK KN.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Morning and EveningGROTRIAN HALL

115, Wigmore Street
(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street).

Sunday, July 3rd, 11 a.m. • • •• •• •• Mr. GEORGE PRIOR
.. 6.30 p.m. ..................... Dr. W. J. VANSTONE

Wednesday, July 6th, 7.30 p.m. (Clairvoyance) Mrs. ANNIE PATTERSON 
Wednesday Services at 7.30 p.m.

Worthing Spiritualist Mission Church, Grafton Road.
Sunday, July 3rd, 11 and 6.30. Miss Eva Clark. Thursday. July 7th. Mrs. 

Williams. 3 p.m., Members only. 6.30 p.m., for Public.

SUNDAY’S SOCIETY MEETINGS.

Lewisham.—Limes Hall, Limes Grove.—July 3rd, 11.15, open 
circle; 2.45, Lyceum; 6.30, Mrs. G. F. Knott. July 6th, 8, 
Mrs. A. Roberts.

Camberwell.—The Central Hall, High Street.—July 3rd, 8, 
Mr. A. Vout Peters; 6.30, S.N.U. Delegates. Wednesday, 7.30, 
at 55, Station Road, public circle.

Shepherd's Bush.—73, Becklow Road.—July 3rd, 11, public 
circle; 6.30, Mr. H. H. Hitchcock. July 7th, 8, Mr. F. Crooks.

Peckham.—Lausanne Road.—July 3rd, 7, Miss Elliott (Presi
dent, B.S.L.U.). Thursday, 8.15, Miss L. George.

Richmond Spiritualist Church, Ormond Road.—July 3rd, 
7-30,

Croydon National Spiritualist Church, New Gallery, Katharine 
Street.—July 3rd, 6.30, Mrs. A. Boddington.

Fulham.—12, Lettice Street (nr. Parsons Green Station).— 
July 3rd, 11.30, circle; 2.30, Lyceum; 7, Miss L. George. 
Thursday, 8, Mrs. Brownjohn.

BOURNEMOUTH SPIRITUALIST CHURCH, 16, Bath Rd.
(Affiliated to the Spiritualists’ National Union).

Resident Minister • Mr. FRANK T. BLAKE. 
Sunday Services, 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m.
Tuesday, 8 p.m.. Phenomena 
Thursday. 3 p.m. „ ,,

»» 8 p m.. Lecture and Questions.
 Friday, 6.30 p.m., Healing Services.

PSYCHIC M8S.
pubHNh'Jr/’?.4 MSX?r?' Arthur Stockwell. Limited,

p . Bill, London. Also glad consider Novels,
roems, Stories, Songs, etc. No reading fees. Established 1898.

SUNDAY, JULY 3rd.
11 a.m.—Speaker, Mr. Harold Carpenter.

6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
July 10th, 11 a.m., Mr. Ernest Hunt. 6.30 p.m., Mrs. St. Clair Stobart.

A Spiritual Healing Service is included,
SILVER COLLECTION.

Healing Circles are held Mondays at 7 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.m. 
Applications to be made to the Hon. Sec., 21, George St., Baker Street, W.l.

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,
136 HARTFIELD ROAD. WIMBLEDON.

Sunday, July 3rd, 11 a.m.. Holy Communion •• Mr. RICHARD A. BUSH
Sunday, July 3rd, 6.30 p.m. ...... Mr. RICHARD A. BUSH

Answers to written questions. Please bring them with you. Followed 
by Mrs. Helene Dacam giving Spirit-descriptions and messages.

Wednesday, July 6th. 7.30 p.m., Meeting for Members and Associates only.
Healing, Tuesdays, 7 p.m. Wednesdays. 3 p.m.

------------------------------------------------—------ —--------- ,-------------- .......

THE PSYCHOSENSIC INSTITUTE
THE BRITTAIN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

FOR

PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT
SCIENTIFIC - PRACTICAL - SIMPLE 

Unites the Powers of the
SPIRIT, MIND. AND BODY.

Develops Normal Clairvoyance, Cl air audience, and 
Psychometry.

Acknowledged to be the World* a Foremost Course.
Send ijd. stamp for pamphlets and enrolment form.

PSYCHIC UNFOIxDMENT. Privately or by
HEALING TREATMENT.
SEANCE GROUPS FOR PSYCHIC INVESTIGATORS.
Every FRIDAY at 3.30 p.m. Lfmljgftd go 8 sitters at 5/• each 

Conducted by Mrs. ANNIE BGITTAIN. 
Seats must be booked by telephone or letter.

All correspondence to Secretary,
PSYCHOSENSIC Institute 28, St. Stephen’s Road Bayswater, W.X 

Phone: Park 2790
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16 Queensberry Place, k«h«.
South Kensington, ou.h«
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION ONE GUINEA.
Members’ Subscriptions become payable on the first of each January.

CLASSES. Wednesdays at 5 p.m. Admission, Members, 1/-. 
non-members, 2/-
(AJ. Discussions on the Psychic Faculty.

Leader, Mrs. MARTHA OGILVIE. July 6, “ Healing.”
(BJ Trance Addresses. Through the Mediumship of 

Mr. W. E. FOSTER. Answers to written questions of a 
General and Impersonal Character, concerning the Life of 
Spirits and their surroundings. Chair, Mr. DAFYDD 
THOMAS. July 13th.

Training of the Psychic Faculty.
Classes for Members, conducted by—
Mrs. LENNOX KAY and Mrs. MARTHA OGILVIE.

AT HOMES. Wednesdays, 3.30 to 5 p.m. For the purpose 
of Introductions among Spiritualists and Enquirers.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
Private Sittings. Mrs. GARRETT (Trance).

Mrs. MASON (Trance).
Mrs. CANTLON (Automatic Writing).
Mr. T. E. AUSTIN (Normal Clairvoyance, etc.)

Group Sittings. Every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. (limited 
to 8 sitters) Mr. T. E. AUSTIN.

Group Sittings. Wednesdays at 3 p.m. (limited to 5 sitters) 
July 6th, Mrs. CLEGG.

Clairvoyance, Psychometry, etc. (Demonstrations of).
Meetings every Tuesday at 3.15 p.m. July 5th, Mrs. 
ROUS. -

Materialisation and some Voice Phenomena, t. 
BATTEN BAYLIS reserves her Monday evening geancj?' 
her residence for Members of the L.S.A. who can book plaoL 
through the Secretary.

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERSHIP. Use of Circulating and 
Reference Libraries, free admission to Lectures, financial 
advantage in experiments, use of comfortable clubrooms, etc.

LIBRARY SUBSCRIBERS. To meet the wishes of enquirers 
who prefer not to enrol as members a Library Subscription is 
offered on the following terms : One Book at a time for three 
months, 7/6; for six months, 12/6; for twelve months, one 
guinea, the period to commence from day of payment. The 
usual privileges of Membership are not included. It should 
be understood that Membership does not necessarily imply 
any special belief.

REFRESHMENTS served every afternoon 3—5.45.

ENQUIRIES. The Secretary, Miss Mercy Phillimore, attends 
every day, except Saturdays, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and 
until the conclusion of Meetings, and is at all times willing to 
meet enquirers and to render such help as is possible. It is, 
however, desirable that appointments be made, when 
convenient, after 11.30 a.m.

Note: During the Summer months the FREE PUBLIC 
LECTURES are discontinued. They will re-com- 
mence at the beginning of October and form part of 
the Autumn work, full particulars concerning which will 
later on appear in the syllabus of the Autumn Session.

Office Hours: 1O—8 and 1 o’clock on Saturdays. Syllabus on application.

BOOKS FOR SALE.

Science, Experimental Evidence, Philosophy.

From Agnosticism to Belief.—An account of
Further Evidence for Survival. By J. Arthur Hill. 
3/10 Post free. (Reduced from 7/6.)

Loaves from a Fey ch Io Notebook. By H. A. 
Dallas. With a prefatory note by Sir Oliver 
Lodge, F.R.S. Post free 5/4. 4uat Published.

On the Threshold ot the Unseen.—By Sir Wil-
Ham F. Barrett, F.R.S. . An examination of . 
the phenomena of Spiritualism and of the 
evidence for Survival After Death. Post 
free, •/-.

Science and Human Progress. By Sir Oliver 
Lodge, F.R.S. Six Lectures now reprinted in 
book form. Post free 4/9.

The Faote of Psychic Science and Philo
sophy.—-By A. Campbell Holms. An encyclo
pedic work of great value, containing refer
ences to all phases of psychic phenomena, 
with exhaustive bibliographies. post free, 
15/9.

Man’s Survival After Death. By Rev. C. L. 
Tweedale. 3rd Ed. 536 large pages. A 
Standard work of Profound Interest. Post 
free. 11/-.

A Quids to Mediumship and Psychical Unfold- 
monl.—By E. W. and ML H. Wallis. Post 
free, 8/11.

Boar Witness.—By A King’s Counsel. In this 
remarkable book a well-known King's Counsel 
bears witness to the truth and validity of 
Spiritualism. Post free, 4/0.

Clairvoyance and Materialisation. By Dr. Gus- 
^e'ey* record of experiments. Post free, JO/W.

Elements ot Psychical Phenomena. — By 
He on C. Lambert. An excellent pamphlet. Post free, 1/2/

valo Owea. THs book contains much valu
able data, tor ether with an array of facto on 
the subject of human survival, which has been 
found most helpful to a great number of 
people who were looking for guidance and 
veridical evidence in their quest for further 
knowledge. Post free, 4/9.

Spiritualism hl the Bible.—By E. W. and M. H. 
Wallis. Post free,

Messages, etc., from Spirit Communicators.

Spirit Teachings.—Through the Medium ship of 
William Stainton Moses, M.A. (Oxon). Post 
free, 6/6.

HeaUng Through Spirit Agency.—By the Great
Persian Physician, Abduhl Latif. And in
formation concerning The Life Hereafter. Of 
the deepest interest to all enquirers and 
Students of psychic Phenomena. Written 
and compiled by R. H. Saunders. Post 
free, 3/9.

The Blue Island.—Experiences of a New Arrival 
Beyond the Veil.—Communicated by W. T. 
Stead. Post free, 3/9.

Tho Witness.—Written down by Jessie Platts. 
A series of messages from a young officer of 
the Royal Marines, who was killed in action. 
These messages have been received automatic
ally, and in clear straightforward language the 
boy describes after-death conditions and life in 
the spirit world. Post free, 5/4-

Au Revolr not Good-Bye. By W. Appleyard, J.P. 
With Foreword by the Rev. Dr. Frank Ballard. 
M.A., B.Sc. This book contains revelations and 
statements of a remarkable nature. Its contents 
add considerably to our knowledge of those who 
have passed over. Post free, 3/9•

Realms of Light and Healing.—By Mrs. 
Robotton and Mrs. Doyle. A record of personal 
visits to spiritual spheres, Post free* 2/9.

The Return of George R. Sime.—By A Friend 
of His. In collaboration with R. BL Saunders. 
This book is a record of Mr. George R. 
Sim’s experiences in Two Worlds. Post free, 
2/9.

Albert Chevalier Comes Baok«—A Record of 
Spirit Communioatlon. By Florence Chevalier. 
Post free 5/4.

Pheneae Speaks*—The Record of a Home Circle 
reported by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle- Paper 
3/9, doth 3/9, post free.

Towards the Stare.—By H. Dennis Bradley. 
Post free, 2/19.

The Wisdom of the Qods.—By H. Dennis 
Bradley. Post free, 3/*.

MteceRaneooo.
Impressions from the Unseen.—By L. M. 

Bazett. With an Introduction by Sir WiiZ/aw 
F. Barrett, F.R.S. Post free, 4/3.

Other-World Peoplo.—By J. W. Herries. With 
Foreword by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Post 
free, 3/9.

The Qhost Book.—Compiled by Cynthia
Asquith. This volume contains some of the 
weirdest and most uncanny stones ot the 
Supernatural. Post free, 5/s

Telepathy (Genuine and Fraudulent).—By W. W. 
Baggally. With preface by Sir Oliver Lodge, 
F.R.S. Post free. 2/9 (reduced from 5/-1. .

The Dark Sea. By Mrs. Philip Champion de 
Crespigny. Post free. 3/* _ .

The Priesthood of the Laity.—By Rev. G. Vale 
Owen. It is felt that this little book will meet a 
widespread need among Soir itualists and the 
Laity in general. Post free, 1/3. (Just Pubnshed.)

Revelations of a Society Clairvoyants.—By Miss 
St. John Montague. Denoting many marvel
lous predictions, all fulilled. Post free, 11/s

The History of Atlantis.—By Lewis Spence. 
Post free, 11/-.

Death-Bed Visions.—By Sir William Barrett, 
F.R.S. A collection of well-attested cases ot 
visions seen by dying persons shortly before 
death, and in some cases by those in attend* 
ance in the sick room. Post free, 3/9,

Some Thoughts on Mediumship.—By L. M.
Bazett. With an Introduction by Sir Oliver 
Lodge, F.R.S. Post free, 3/9.

Books by Archdeacon Wilberforce,
Seeing God.—Personal Recognition of Db!3< 

Love. Post free, 1/8.
Inward Vision.—Post free, 3/9.
Daily Thoughts.—Post free, 2/3.
Spiritual Consciousness.—Post free, 3/9.
Power with God.—Post free, 3/9
The Power That Worketh in ui^M.p0St free. 

3/9.
Steps In Spiritual Growth.—Post free 3/9.
Choice Thoughts.—Post free, 2/9.
The Hope That la in Me.—Post free, 3/9.
The Battle of the Lord.—Post free, 3/9.
There Is no Death.—Post free, 1/8.
The Purpose of God.—Post free, 2/3.
Incense Prayers—Post free, 1/3.
The Power of Faith.—Post free. 3/9
The Secret of the Quiet Mind.—Post'free. 3/^ 
Archdeacon Wilberforce, His Ideals and Teach- 

I. ings—Post free, 3/9.


